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RECEIVER FILTER, SIGNAL STRENGTH, AND BER SENSING 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

TWlcpromid nf the Invention 

The present invention is generally related to radio 

receivers and more particularly to a digital radio receiver 

hiving an adaptive bandwidth receive channel filter which 

is varied in order that interference, as determined by bit 

error rate and signal strength measurements, be 

minimized. 

are receive 

signals from a desired signal source which transmits on 

one radio frequency and to reject signals from an undesired 

signal source which transmits on another radio frequency. 

One element which enabled such discrimination between a 

desired signal and an undesired interfering signal is the 

receive channel filtering* In conventional receivers, a 

relatively narrow bandwidth bandpass filter is centered in 

frequency around the desired signal frequency (or the 

frequency to which the desired signal frequency is converted 

in a 

while rejecting signals on adjacent and other channels. 

It has been a common practice in communications 

receiver design to provide a receiver channel filter or filters 

which are switchably variable in bandwidth and which may 

be variable in center frequency. The user of such a 

communications receiver can manually vary the receive 

channel filter bandwidth to accommodate the spectrum of 
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signal to be received while avoiding interference from an 

adjacent channel. Additionally, users have been able to 

switch receiving bands in consumer receiver products and 

5     television receivera, thereby producing the selection of 

different filters or different filter bandwidths. 

Commercial two-way transceivers (and some citizen's 

band transceivers) have employed in the receiver a noise 

reduction circuit, often called a noise blanker, which detects 

10     noise at a frequency separated from the frequency of the 

desired signal and briefly mutes the receiver during noise 

bursts. Such circmtet however, do not vary the received 

channel bandwidth and do not provide protection against 

adjacent channel interference. 

15 Cellular radiotelephone transceivers employed by 

radiotelephone subscribers in analog cellular systems have 

adequate protection against adjacent channel interference 

provided by both the receive channel filter and a geographic 

channel allocation plan which places adjacent channels at 

20      a distance from each other.  In some applications, 

r       radiotelephone service may be provided from two systems 

having different radio characteristics. U.S. Patent 

No. 4,972,455 discusses such a radiotelephone. The digital 

cellular system proposed for use in the United States, 

25      employs a digital modulation which uses, on the average, a 

wider portion of the allocated 30KHz channel bandwidth 

the analog cellular modulatiph. This fuller channel 

channel interference and in some cases results in 

30 6t 

radiotelephone user. 
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frimmarv of thp Wntion 

Accordingly, it is one object of the present invention to 

5     reduce the perceived adjacent channel interference in a 

•' digital receiver. 

The present invention encompasses a radio receiver 

having a variable bandwidth received channel filter to pass 

a desired: signal and reject an undesired signal, The radio 

0     receWer detects a predetermined amount of interference 

and adjusts the bandwidth of the variable bandwidth 

received channel selectivity filter. 

ftm-gf n««rrmtirn Drawings 

15 
Figure 1 js4 block diagram ofa digital radio receiver 

which may employ the present invention.. 

Figure 2A is a block diagram of a variable bandwidth 

received channel filter which may be employed in the 

20     present invention. 

Figure 2B is a schematic equivalent of the received 

channel filter of Fig. 2A. 

Figure 3 is a graph of attenuation versus frequency for 

different bandwidths realized for the filter of Fig. 2.. 

25 Figure 4 is a block diagram of an energy estimator 

which maybe employed in the present invention. 

Figure 5 is a flowchart describing a process of 

determining the presence of interference and varying the 

received channel filter which may be employed in the 

30 .•' present invention. 
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Description of a Preferred Embodiment 

Adigitalra 

5    employed in a digital cellular radiotelephone network, is 

typically is designed to meet the spe 

States Digital Cellular Network as detailed in lS-54 "Dual- 

Mode Mobile Station-Base Statioii Gdii^^ilily Stamdard", 

10    Electrdi^ Dec, 1980. In the receiver 

of Figure 1, a measure of interference to a desired signal is 

available from the ^Qi^atipn of bit error rate the 

received signal and a determination of the strength of the 

received signal. When the controlling functions of the radio 

15   receiver observes both a poor BER and a strong signal 

strength simultaneously, a conclusion may be drawn that the 

poor BER is a result of interference from an adjacent channel 

signal. Typically, a strong signal strength would be expected 

to yield the absence of i^rference* Inbrder to 

20   reduce the adjacent channel interference in the preferred 

embodiment, the filter or filters which provide the basic 

Selectivity of the receiver (the "received channel filter") has its 

bandwidth narrowed so that interference from the adjacent 

channel, which is present at the edge of the filter passband, 

25   may be further rejected by narrowing the filter. In the 

absence of adjacent channel interference, iiaarrowing the • 

passband of the filter beyond its optimum would be expected to 

result in a degradation of the BER. Despite the BER 

<feg^^ati^^ 

30   narrowed to less than optimum passband, an overall 

improvement is realized in the overall BER by the present 

invention since the interference is reduced. Once narrowed, 
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the filter passband is periodically widened to determine 

whether the interference has disappeared, IntheTDMA 

appUcation of the United States Digital Cellular System, the 

filter passband widening is accomplished on a timeslot-by- 

5   timeslot basis and every Nth timeslot the wider filter is tested 

to seem which filter state BER is lowest To provide a finer 

degW of control, the received channel filter may have several 

states of passband narrowness and the controller filter can 

10 A radio signal which is received by the digital receiver 

of Fig. 1 is amplified by a conventional variable gain RF 

amplifier 103 and applied to conventional quadrature mixers 

105 and 107. An in-phase mixing signal is generated by local 

oscillator 109 and a quadrature phase shifted signal 

15   generated by phase shifter 111 from the in-phase signal is 

applied to mixers 105 and 107, respectively, to produce 

quadrature signals I and Q from the received radio sif 

The I signal is applied to variable passband received 

channel filter 113 to obtam basic receiver selectivity to the I 

20    signal. likewise, the Q signal output from mixer 107 is 

applied to variable passband received channel filter 115 to 

obtain basic receiver selectivity to the Q signal. 

In the preferred embodiment, where the conversion of 

the received signal by mixers 105 and 107 is directly to 

25   baseband, received channel filters 113 and 115 are realized as 

lowpass variable passband filters having a seven pole, one 

zero response. A filter which may be employed as received 

channel filters 113 and 115 is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The diagram illustrates an OTA filter in which each section 

30   (represented by section 201) is equivalent to an inductor of 

value   (gmj2 . The value Of the inductor, therefore, may be 
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varied by adjust the value of the inductance of all 

pf^eq^ •;. 

bank (gm), as shown, The eqiuvalent drcuit of the OTA filter 

of Fi^ 2A (at a sdected in Fig. 2B. 

5 

attenuation versus frequency response graph of Fig. 3. The 

optimized received channel filter passband is shown in curve 

301, which has a 3dB filter selectivity point at 11 KHz. 

Ptp^esiiively narrower filter responses are sho^n for curves 

10   302 though 30 10 

KHz* 9KHz, 6^z aiid 71^, resp In the preferred 

eirftodimenV^^ 

from the optimum frequency response of curve 301 to each of 

the other four fflter responses depend^ upon a measured 

15   BER improve 

Returning again to Fig. 1, the filtered I signal from 

received channel filter 113 and the filtered Q signal from 

received channel filter 115 are coupled to equalizer 117. The 

equalizer adaptively counteracted 

20   signals by the transmission medium of the radio channel. In 

the preferred embodiment, a maximum likelihood sequence 

estimation linear adaptive equalizer is employed. Basic 

information regarding such an equalizer may be found in 

"The Theory and Practice of Mpdein Design^ by John 

^ 25 
The corrected I and Q sigxialB from equalizer 117 are 

coupled to the (decoder 119. ifcie bperatioi of siiclx a decker is 

spedfied^^^m 

pompatibility Standard", Elertroniq Industries Association, 

30   Dec. 1989, paragraphs 2.2.2.2.4 et sec. In the preferred 

einbodiiinent this decoder is realized using a Viterbi 

algorithm for a convolutional code which provides both a 
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decoded data output having a largest path metric and an 

output of the "distance" of the path metric. Further 

description of a Viterbi algorithm decoder may be found in 

Iin et al, "Error Control Coding*', Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1983/ 

5   pp. 315-322. The distance is an expression of the bit error rate 

and is processed in the preferred embodiment in accordance 

with the aforementioned IS-54 Standard at Section 

2.4.5.4.1.1.1. 
The decoded data output from decoder 119 is coupled to 

10   conventional digital to analog vocoder 121 for conversion to an 

analog output which may be coupled to a conventional 

speaker 123. The output from decoder 119 is also coupled to 

conventional transceiver controller logic 125 so that command 

signals received by the receiver may be processed for 

15   transceiver operation.   
The filtered I signal from received channel filter 113 

and the filtered Q signal from receded channel filter 115 are 

also both coupled to energy estimator 127 (which, together 

with variable gain amplifier 103, forms an AGC circuit). A 

20   cellular radiotelephone transceiver in compliance with IS-54 

must determine an estimate of the received signal strength 

and process it in accordance with Section 2.4.5.4.1.2.1. 

Referring to Fig. 4,1 and Q signals are coupled to an averager 

402 which calculates an average signal energy from addition 

25   of sample pairs of the squared amplitudes of I and Q. The 

averaged output is coupled to feedback gain adjust circuit 404 

which adjusts the value to which I2 and 0? are normalized. A 

logarithm (base 10) is conventionally taken (in 406) to produce 

a signal having logarithmic characteristics to match the 

30   exponential control function characteristics of variable gain 

amplifier 103. The output of logip (x) calculator 406 is coupled 

to control voltage sensitivity estimator 408 and mixer 410. The 
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output of mixer 410^ w a control signal 

^plifier 103, is \ coupled to delay aiid compare function; 412. 

The output of delay and compare function 412 is fed back to 

5    control voltage sensitivity estimator 408 to correct for errors in 

amplifier 103, and is also output to the other functions of the 

receiver. 

This output of the energy estimator 127 is provided as an 

10   automatic gain control (AGC) t» RF amplifier 103, to the 

signal st 

use in the determination of the presence of interference. The 

15    estimator 127 are further described in U.S. Patent Application 

No. 589,946 "An Automatic Gain Control Apparatus and 

the siame date he^with 

in behalf of Cahffi. 

In the preferred embodiment, filter controller 129 is 

20   implemented as a digital signal processor (DSP) employing a 

DSP 56001 available from Motroda, Mc a 

series of preprogrammed steps to determine when adjacent 

channel interference is present Filter controller 129 accepts 

the bit error rate (distance) from decoder 119 and the AGC 

25    signal strength output from energy estimator 127 to select 

from a range of receiver filter passbands to optimize BER 

when a poor BER and a strong signal strength are received 

simultaneously. 

The filter controller 129 executes the process shown in 

30    flowchart form in Fig. 5. The received signal strength 

indication (RSSI) from energy estimator 127 is compared to a 

RSSI threshold in step 501. In the preffeire4 emb 
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RSSI threshold is set at a level which corresponds to a signal 

strength yielding a signal to noise ratio of 24 db. If the RSSI 

does not exceed the RSSI threshold, in 501, the signal strength 

is not considered to be a "strong" signal aiid no further actions 

5    are taken in the process other than to continue a test of RSSI 

strength. If RSSI exceeds the RSSI threshold, a test is made, 

at 503 to determine if the bit error rate (BER) exceeds a BER 

threshold. In the preferred embodiment, the BER threshold is 

set at 1%. In the preferred emDOdiment, the measurement of 

10   BER is accomplished by testing the path metric output of the 

Viterbi decoder. If the BER does not exceed 1%, the error rate 

;     a  is not considered severe enough to warrant modification of the 

filter passband. The process then returns to measurement of 

RSSI. If the BER exceeds the BER threshold the passband of 

15   received channel filters 113 and 115 are reduced by one 

passband increment, at 505. At the next TDMA timeslot the 

BER is tested, at 507, and if the BER is better, the filter 

bandwidth is retained and the process returns to the RSSI 

measurement at 501. If the BER has not improved, at 507, 

20 received channel filters 113 and 115 are increased in filter 

bandwidth by one filter bandwidth increment for the next 

TDMA timeslot, at 509. 
Thus, the audio quality of the received channel can be 

improved m the presence of adjacent channel interference by 

25   measuring interference and adjusting the receiver selectivity 

bandwidth for the net lowest BER. 

What ?s claimed is: 

WO 92/06540 

WO 92/06540 
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' Claims:':.;: 

1. A radio receiver having a variable bandwidth 

5      received channel filter to pass a desired signal and reject an 

undesired signal, the radio receiver comprising: 

means for detecting a predetermined amount of 

interference; and 

means, responsive to said means for detecting for 

10     a4justmjg the b 

. diarin^ selec^^ 
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V A radio reaver in accordance with daim l wherfein 

said means for detectinga predetermined amoimt of 

interference further comprises: 

means for producing a first signal hiving a value 

related to the signal strength Of the desired signal received 

by the receiver; 
means for determining a bit error rate of the desired 

signal; .;/. 
10 first meanB for comparing said first signal value to a 

predetermined threshold value; 

second means for comparing said determined bit error 

rate to a predetermined bit error rate; and 

means, responsive to said first means for comparing 

15     and said second means for comparing^ for producing an 

output signal when said first signal value crosses said 

predetermined threshold value and said determined bit 

error rate exceeds said predetermined bit error rate. 

20 3. A radio receiver in accordance with claim 1 wherein 

said means for adjusting the bandwidth of the variable 

bandwidth received channel selectivity filter further 

comprises means for reducing the bandwidth of the variable 

bandwidth received channel selectivity filter. 
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4. A method of reducing adjacent dbaiinel interferen^ 

in a radio receiver having a variable bandwidth received 

channel filter, comprising 

detecting a predetermined amount of interference; and 

adjusting the bandwidth of the variable bandwidth 

received channel selectivity filter in response to said 

detecting step. 
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5. A method in accordance with the method of claim 4 

wherein said step of detecting a predetermined amount of 

interference further comprises the steps of: 

5 product 
signal strength of the desired signal received by the 

' receiver; . 
deternnning a bit error rate of the desired signal; 

comparing said first signal value to a predetermined 

10     threshold value; 
comparing said determmed bit error rate to a 

predetermined bit error rate; and 

producing an output signal when said first signal value 

crosses said predetermined threshold value and said 

15     determined bit error rate exceeds said predetermined bit 

error rate. 

6. A method in accordance with the method of claiin 5 

wherein said step of adjusting the bandwidth of the variable 

20     bandwidth received channel selectivity filter further 

comprises the step of reducing the bandwidth of the variable 

bandwidth received channel selectivity filter . 
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